
Needles:
10mm circular needles - 

40cm in length
Optional - 10mm double 

pointed needles

Yarn Options:
Hoooked - Ribbon XL Solids

Tek-Tek - Tape 
Welcome yarn - Lace

Wool and the Gang - Mixtape
We are knitters - The Tape

RRetwisst - Ribbon
1 colour - One cone
2 colours - Two cones

Other:
Stitch marker
Yarn Needle

Left over yarn scraps - 
(for pompom)

Note: This beanie is knitted inside out.
Cast on: 46[48, 50] stitches using the knit cast on 
method. Remember to cast on one extra stitch if 
using the invisible joining method (see bit.ly/2WmPvKx)
Row 1: K1, P1* all the way around. Then join
in the round. Be careful not to twist your stitches.
RRow 2:8: Repeat row one to create a rib pattern.
Row 9: Change colour here (optional). 
Then K1* all the way around.
Rows 10-36[38, 40]: Repeat row nine to
create a stockinette stitch.
Decrease:
Switch to double pointed needles if stitching
becomes becomes too tight on circulars. There are four 
decrease rows.
Decrease row 1: K2 then K2tog*. Repeat all
the way round. If at the end of the row there
are three or less stitches left, then simply K the
rest of the stitches on that row.
Decrease row 2-4: Repeat decrease row 1.
FFinishing: Cut yarn leaving a 30cm tail. Take 
your yarn needle and weave tail backwards
through the loops left on your needles. Slide
your stitches off the needles and pull the tail 
tight to close the top of the hat. Weave in ends
then turn inside out (to see it the right way round).
Pompom: Do not use ribbon yarn to make your
popompom (it just disintegrates). Use scrap yarn to 
make a zero-waste pompom.

Gauge: 
11 stitches = 10.5cm
11 rows = 7cm

 

Sizes:
Small - Fits small and 
average ladies heads

Medium - Fits large lady & 
average mens size heads
Large - Fits men with 
eextra large heads

Abbreviations:
K - Knit

K2tog - Knit two stitches
together
P - Purl

Ribeanie
A beanie with a rib stitch fold up 
edge, made out of upcycled ribbon
yarn (typically vegan and cotton). 


